these disadvantages and optimize the way that any user per computer click can find any information concerning cultural heritage and/or the history of mankind.
We present in this IJAC 2009 special issue a selection of papers that arise from the VSSM 2008 conference which was held in Limassol, Cyprus, that present the worldwide research and current activities on the above mentioned interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary developments.This research involves Cultural Heritage informatics in relation to initial datacapture, digitization, architectural computing, reconstruction, modelling, information data-processing, virtual reality applications, standardization efforts, data visualization of libraries and archiving.The contributions in this issue can assist all experts involved in the Cultural Heritage area in restoring, renovating, protecting, documenting, archiving, and monitoring of the history of humanity, to secure this information for years to come. It is clear that a worldwide collaboration in this area will help and guarantee to make the past accessible to the present and the future.
